Sensitive data leak?
ee Monitor and detect suspicious activity immediately
ee Sandbox affected machines to prevent network
contamination
ee Suspend user access to prevent further data loss
ee Inform system administrator, HR and management
ee Create audit trail for regulatory compliance
ee Create activity report for forensic analysis

E-mail network compromise?
ee Monitor and detect network compromise quickly
ee Isolate e-mail network to prevent fraudulent activity
ee Inform employees and suppliers using SMS and push
notifications
ee Create audit trail for regulatory compliance
ee Create activity report for forensic analysis
ee Inform employees and suppliers when safe to use e-mail again

Cyber Security Partnership of the Year 2017
ee Leading
business
disruption
incident
management platform, Crises Control, has
joined forces with cutting edge behavioural
monitoring tool, ThreatSpike, to provide an
end-to-end cyber attack alerting system.
ee These two SaaS products are a natural fit for
each other. They both address the urgent need
for solutions that help businesses to mitigate
the threat of cyber attack on corporate IT
networks.
ee ThreatSpike will uncover, protect from and
prevent such attacks. Crises Control will alert
the security or IT team immediately to cyber
threats as soon as they occur, via multi-modal
communications.
ee Together they have been recognised as the
Cyber Security Partnership of the Year in the
Risk Management Awards 2017.

ThreatSpike
ThreatSpike is a cutting edge behavioural monitoring tool that identifies
unusual or suspicious behaviour inside a corporate IT network. It
will immediately alert system administrators to the appearance
of malware on a network and automatically sandbox the infected
machine or machines to prevent further contamination. The solution
will also provide system administrator access to any files encrypted by
ransomware, so that they can be recovered without the payment of a
ransom demand to hackers.

   

The ThreatSpike solution offers a plugin solution that can be set up very
quickly. It provides an immediate assessment of vulnerabilities in the
network that can then be mitigated by the network security team. But it
also puts in place a sophisticated monitoring tool that uses big data and
algorithms to identify suspicious or unusual behaviour inside a network.
“ThreatSpike is targeted at suspicious activity inside our corporate security
perimeter, being conducted either by our own users or by hackers who have
managed to already penetrate the system.”
Cyber Security & Compliance Manager, Global Shipping and Logistics
Company

Crises Control
Crises Control is an award winning business disruption incident
management solution that provides multi-modal crisis communications
with incident response teams. It features an automated trigger
alert system that can integrate with cyber security products such as
ThreatSpike to launch an incident with seconds of a cyber breach being
discovered or suspected.
In addition to its sophisticated alerting system, Crises Control also
facilitates a wide range of risk management functions by providing a
flexible and powerful platform to host incident response plans taken
from the corporate risk register. It is of most use to SMEs who do
not have such action plans already in place and provides the basic
infrastructure to allow them to begin their risk and incident planning.
“Crises Control stands out in a crowded field because it continually strives to
provide an easy-to-use, action ready, business disruption solution.”
Head of IT Services, Media Company

For more information please visit www.crises-control.com or call us on +44 (0)20 8584 1385
To stay up-to-date with our latest news, blogs, developments, follow us at
/crises-control

/CrisesControl

/crisescontrol

/Crises Control
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